Shoulder to knee. Lessons learnt
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Post-surgical problems can be distressing to patients and surgeons alike. Sometimes the solutions are more complex than what was required to deal with the initial problem. Knee stiffness is one of those bugbears. Almost 10% of all knee replacements are associated with post-operative knee stiffness. There are many causes for this and some have far greater long term implications than others, for example, infection, prosthesis mal-alignment or oversizing of components. Thankfully, these form the minority. For the most part, knee stiffness can be dealt with through a combination of motion exercises, pain management and patience. With diligence, stiffness does improve. However, not all patients tolerate this combination well, and face a range of surgeries with escalation of violence, from simple manipulation under anaesthesia to full revision of implants. Even manipulation under anaesthesia may not be straightforward with femoral fractures being reported. Whatever the solution may be, desperation is something both patient and surgeon will feel.

A controversial issue is deciding when to intervene with a stiff knee. Harder still is what to do when stiffness is still a problem many months after surgery. In today’s age, under the constant scrutiny of funders, institutions, and surgical peers amongst others, surgeons are aware of the problems of over servicing, iatrogenic problems, and working in an evidence free zone. Managing the stiff knee after total joint replacement is one of those chestnuts.

Formby et al., have reported a simple approach that leverages the established experience with frozen shoulders, namely, hydrodilatation. In frozen shoulders, the painful restricted range of motion is relieved by dilating the shoulder joint with sterile fluid. The fluid serves to “tear” joint adhesions in all directions as the fluid balloons outwardly stressing all parts of the joint capsule. This procedure can be done both in theatre or in a radiology suite. The latter is more common.

Interestingly, hydrodilatation of the knee, per se, has not been a specific option despite the successes in the shoulder. Usually any form of hydrodilatation is performed in conjunction with arthroscopy and the impact of the distention is missed. Fromby et al., reports a small series from a wider and longer experience showing that up to 20 degrees of additional range can be achieved and maintained following hydrodilatation alone. As in the shoulder, done as a day procedure under light sedation and without the need for operative instrumentation, hydrodilatation of the knee may be a simple, safe, resourceful and cost-effective means of treating knee stiffness after total joint replacement.

Sometimes the simplest things can be the sweetest.
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